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Review of imaging biomarkers for the vulnerable carotid

plaque
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ABSTRACT
Identification of carotid artery atherosclerosis is conventionally based on measurements of luminal stenosis. However,
histopathologic studies demonstrate considerable differences between plaques with identical degrees of stenosis and
indicate that certain plaque features are associated with increased risk for ischemic events. As a result of the rapid
technological evolution in medical imaging, several important steps have been taken in the field of carotid plaque
imaging allowing us to visualize the carotid atherosclerotic plaque and its composition in great detail. For computed
tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, positron emission tomography, and ultrasound scan, evidence has accu-
mulated on novel imaging-based markers that confer information on carotid plaque vulnerability, such as intraplaque
hemorrhage and lipid-rich necrotic cores. In terms of the imaging-based identification of individuals at high risk of stroke,
routine assessments of such imaging markers are the way forward for improving current clinical practice. The current
review highlights the main characteristics of the vulnerable plaque indicating their role in the etiology of ischemic stroke
as identified by intensive plaque imaging. (JVSeVascular Science 2021;2:149-58.)
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BACKGROUND AND BASIC INFORMATION
The word “atherosclerosis” is derived from the two

Greek words “athera” (mush) and “sclerosis” (hardening),
indicating hardening of the vascular wall. Ischemic
stroke is one of the most important causes of morbidity
and mortality worldwide, and it is responsible of 5% of
global disability-adjusted life years and over 10% of
deaths worldwide. The current incidence of stroke in
Europe and the USA is approximately 200 per 100,000
population per year of which 80% of strokes are
ischemic.1,2 Severe carotid artery stenosis is a well-
established risk factor and accounts for approximately
20% of all ischemic strokes. Approximately 20% of
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patients with either stroke or a transient ischemic attack
have an ipsilateral carotid stenosis of >50%.3

In the last 30 years, significant advances have been
made in the knowledge of the atherosclerotic disease
and its treatment. First, newer surgical strategies have
reduced the risk of procedural complications during ca-
rotid endarterectomy.4-6 Second, new trials showing the
positive impact of new drugs for the treatment of carotid
disease7-9 and, finally, advancements in imaging technol-
ogy allow us to gather information regarding the compo-
sition of the atherosclerotic plaque and the morphology
of the carotid wall.10,11

The results of clinical trials performed in the eighties,12,13

before the advent of morphologic plaque analyses based
on vessel wall magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and
high-resolution computed tomography (CT) angiog-
raphy, should be considered outdated. These were based
on the degree of stenosis alone. Our current guidelines
regarding the treatment and management of both
symptomatic and asymptomatic atherosclerotic plaque
must incorporate information regarding plaque
morphology and their composition.
This is important because the vessel wall is a complex

dynamic structure that is involved in the regulation of
blood flow both in physiologic and pathologic states.
Our previous understanding was that atherosclerosis
was a process that resulted in progressive loss of lumen
caliber and thereby of blood flow. It has now become
clear that there are multiple complex cellular and mo-
lecular processes driven by the endothelium that
149
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influence the condition of the remaining vessel wall ele-
ments. Early atherosclerotic processes result in a rela-
tively predictable asymptomatic progression of disease,
followed later by unpredictable manifestations that can
result in downstream ischemic sequelae.14

The assessment of risk of stroke using only one
population-based parameter, that is, the degree of ste-
nosis, is not sufficient. In fact, the most frequently used
methods for quantifying the degree of stenosis (North
American Symptomatic Carotid Endarterectomy trial
and European Carotid Surgery trial), often deliver
different results.12,13 This alone suggests that the incorpo-
ration of additional imaging parameters based on the
actual plaque pathophysiology can no longer be ignored
for a more accurate analysis of the risk of an ischemic
stroke. Such comprehensive parameters on single indi-
viduals are the aim of precision medicine that allows
for tailored diagnostics and treatment. This will lead to
improved management of the single patient and is
more effective than the application of the previous
“one-size-fits-all” management strategy.
The impact of plaque imaging biomarker is now being

incorporated in the consensus recommendation and
guidelines. Recently the European Society for Vascular
Surgery and European Society of Cardiology developed
recommendations in asymptomatic patients, which re-
quires for the first time inclusion of plaque morphology
features in deciding optimal management.15,16

Moreover, a growing impact is emerging from the
application of artificial intelligence.17 The field of ma-
chine learning and its subsetddeep learningdhas
started to penetrate the health care, especially, the field
of biomedical imaging. Using machine learning, we can
learn about the grayscale features and covariates or risk
predictors using an offline training system, which can
then be applied on test patients to predict these vulner-
able plaque features.18 These systems can then be gener-
alized based on ethnicity because the disease of
atherosclerosis is ethnicity dependent. Furthermore, the
vulnerable plaque can be characterized using deep
learning by extracting the vulnerable features in training
set using higher set of convolutional and pooling layers
and generating the training weights.19,20 The training
weights can then be used for predicting the granularity
of risk of vulnerable plaque in the form of probabilities
or stratification of vulnerable risk in the form of labels.
These deep learning tools are automated and can be
optimized even if the data are small using augmentation
strategies.21 Lastly, the power of training can be avoided
using “transfer-learning” improving speed and accuracy.

HISTOPATHOLOGIC STUDIES
Most patients with high-grade stenosis remain asymp-

tomatic, whereas a significant number with minor steno-
sis become symptomatic.22 Therefore, factors other than
the degree of stenosis must be important determinants
or markers of an “active” carotid lesion. The search for
these factors began with attempts to correlate plaque
characteristics identified primarily during surgery or
postmortem examinations in patients with the presence
or absence of ischemic symptoms and events.
Carotid artery plaques are considered “hard” when their

composition is predominantly collagenous or calcified, or
“soft,” in case of intraplaque hemorrhage or when they
contain atheromatous debris.23 Soft plaques are more
commonly associated with symptoms than are hard pla-
ques,23,24 even though certain specific features such as
the presence of intraplaque hemorrhage have been re-
ported to be a marker of recently symptom-producing
plaques by some23,25,26 but not by others.27-30 Similarly,
the presence of calcification has been associated with
asymptomatic carotid plaques by some23 and not by
others.31

These conflicting findings are likely a result of differ-
ences in the populations studied (different timing be-
tween onset of symptoms for differing degrees of
carotid stenosis), differences in plaque assessment meth-
odology (microscopic or macroscopic examination), non-
standardized terminology, and differences in parameters
measured (eg, intraplaque hemorrhage can be old or
new and mural thrombi can vary in size from less than
1 mm to those that occupy 50%-75% of the lumen, and
ulceration of plaques can be either smooth-lined and
free of thrombotic material or not32). Inconclusive find-
ings can also be explained by inadequate comparison
with controls (asymptomatic or nonstenosed arteries),
small sample sizes, and lack of clear statistical
comparisons.
Biological variability in plaque morphology plays a role

with presentation of multiple different features (calcium,
intra plaque hemorrhage [IPH] inflammation) within the
plaque with significant variation in its longitudinal repre-
sentation. In particular, the plaques could have a signifi-
cant degree of heterogeneity33 with problems similar to
the “biopsy sampling error”34 where the analysis of a spe-
cific part of the plaque is not representative of the com-
plete one. In addition, the pathology of asymptomatic
and symptomatic carotid plaques overlaps considerably.
Recent and old hemorrhages, ulceration, and organized
thrombi are commonly found in both symptomatic
and asymptomatic stenotic plaques examined patholog-
ically25,27-31,35-37 (Fig 1). Intraplaque hemorrhage may well
be important in the production of cerebrovascular symp-
toms, but its mere presence does not make it directly a
cause of symptoms.27 Apparently, plaque complications
occur frequently and usually heal without giving rise to
symptoms.38

Following a comprehensive literature review, Golledge
et al39 were able to pool data from 10 studies in which
carotid plaque histology in symptomatic and asymp-
tomatic patients with high-grade (>50%) stenosis were
compared. Studies in which the degree of stenosis was



Fig 1. (a) Schematic diagram showing the features of vulnerable plaques and the white arrow shows the presence
of an ulceration. In panel (b), a computed tomography angiography axial image obtained in a 63-year-old man
with transient ischemic attack shows the presence of an ulceration in the left common carotid artery (white open
arrow). (c) The time-of-flight (TOF) magnetic resonance (MR) of a 59-year-old man with ischemic stroke shows the
presence of small ulcers in the left bifurcation (white open arrow).
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not stated or was not comparable were excluded
because carotid plaque complications (such as surface
ulceration, intraplaque hemorrhage, and lumen
thrombus) are more likely to be present with higher de-
gree of stenosis.29,30,37 It is described that surface ulcera-
tion or plaque rupture occurred in 48% of 157
symptomatic plaques compared with 31% of 113 asymp-
tomatic (P < .001), indicating that these are features of
unstable plaques. By contrast, intraplaque hemorrhage
(found in 48% of 216 symptomatic lesions and 50% of
144 asymptomatic lesions; P ¼ .73) conferred no discrim-
inative value regarding plaque instability. The impor-
tance of carotid plaque disruption in the pathogenesis
of cerebral symptoms parallels findings with respect to
acute coronary artery syndromes.40-43 Using a subset of
these articles, Golledge et al also identified a thin fibrous
cap (FC; <65 mm44), a necrotic core closer to the plaque
surface, and infiltration of the lesion by a larger number
of inflammatory cells, as markers of a recently symptom-
atic carotid plaque.

FEATURES OF PLAQUE VULNERABILITY
Most patients with high-grade stenosis are, in fact,

asymptomatic, and among patients in this asymptom-
atic cohort, the rate of symptomatic conversion is very
low at less than 1% per year.45 Conversely, there exist a
substantial proportion of patients with <50% stenosis
who have anterior circulation strokes.22 A number of
studies have demonstrated that up to 20% of patients
with cryptogenic stroke or embolic stroke of undeter-
mined source have only mild carotid stenosis. Among
these patients, the risk of recurrent ipsilateral stroke is
as high as 8% at 3 years.46 Thus, imaging technologies
that better capture morphologic details of plaque
morphology, such as the presence of a lipid-rich necrotic
core (LRNC), the thickness and eventual rupture of an FC,
the presence of IPH (Fig 2), plaque neovascularization,
and calcifications, are important to improve risk predic-
tion, selection of patients for intervention, and ultimately
also for the development of preventive plaque stabilizing
pharmacotherapy. The recently published results of the
Carotid Plaque Imaging in Acute Stroke (CAPIAS) trial
showed that the IPH is more prevalent at the symptom-
atic side in patients with carotid plaques and <50% ste-
nosis22 (Fig 3).
Many of the prior studies of vessel wall disease have

been based on patients with known carotid artery dis-
ease. Furthermore, the most commonly studied patients
have been those with significant (>50%) stenosis as this
group has, by definition, more advanced disease. They
typically have more advanced pathologic features that
are straightforward to detect including a thicker vessel
wall that provides an easier imaging target. Less than
50% of patients with vessel wall disease are often consid-
ered to have mild or no disease. The designation of “no
disease” is likely to be an underestimation resulting
from comparative imaging using Doppler ultrasound
(US), which commonly designates any
measurement <50% as nonsignificant or disease-free.
Regarding this point, a large plaque with a thin FC and
large lipid core may be detected using US, which indi-
cates increased clinical risk, but if the anatomy also
shows <50% stenosis by NASCET criteria, it would be
deemed clinically insignificant according to the current
standard of practice. Regarding this latter point, the
recently published meta-analyses by Schindler et al47

show that for carotid with less than 50% stenosis, the
presence IPH plays an important role for the occurrence
of cerebrovascular events. To date no outcome studies
looking only at those vessels with less than 50% stenosis
have been undertaken. Cross-sectional studies have
however shown that vulnerable plaque features do exist
at this stage of disease including LRNC or IPH (Fig 3), and
these features were detected mainly by using MRI.48



Fig 2. A 67-year-old-male patient who underwent right carotid endarterectomy. The histopathologic figure (a)
shows an intact and thick fibrous cap (FC) separating the necrotic core (N) from the lumen (L). In panel (b), the
computed tomography angiography (CTA) axial slice is shown, and the white arrows show the presence of a
mixed plaque (open white arrow) with thin calcifications (open arrow). The ultrasound image (c) obtained at the
same day of the CTA confirm the presence of a mild carotid artery plaque with focal area of hyperechogenicity
related to the presence of calcium (open white arrow).
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An important point is that the plaques are dynamic in
nature, and it is possible to observe progression and
regression of the plaque over time. This is important in
terms of risk stratification and therapeutic decisions.
Moreover, the evidence of regression or progression has
interesting implications in the occurrence of a cerebro-
vascular event. Progression of plaque morphology with
increasing vessel wall volume and/or progression of pla-
que composition with increasing size of vulnerable pla-
que features are associated with increased risk of future
cerebrovascular and cardiovascular events.49

In a meta-analysis of eight studies including 689 pa-
tients, the presence of IPH at baseline was associated
with a sixfold higher risk for cerebrovascular events
with an annualized event rate of 17.7% compared with
2.43% in patients with no IPH.50 A number of studies
have examined rates and risk factors for carotid plaque
progression. Among patients with a history of acute
ischemic stroke, the rate of plaque progression in both
symptomatic and asymptomatic carotid artery stenosis
is approximately 5% per year. Progression is a major risk
factor for development of future ischemic events as pla-
que progression is an imaging biomarker for a biologi-
cally active plaque.51

With regard to evidence of plaque regression, lipid-
lowering treatment, predominately with statin therapy,
has been shown to decrease carotid plaque size and
change the composition. The authors showed a decrease
in vessel wall thickness and vessel wall area,52 and subse-
quent observational studies have all used the 1-year time
frame to study changes in vessel wall size.53 The effects in
terms of variation in term of plaque composition after
lipid-lowering treatment could play an important role
for the plaque stratification could be not only based on
the mere degree of stenosis but also on the plaque
composition.
In the first longitudinal study using in vivo carotid pla-

que MRI, 18 asymptomatic hypercholesterolemic pa-
tients with documented carotid and/or aortic arch
plaques were treated with statins and demonstrated
no significant change in vessel wall area at 6 months,
but showed significant reductions in vessel wall area
(15% carotid plaque regression and 8% aortic plaque
regression, both P < .0001) at 12 months.52 In the
following sections, we will focus on the main features
of plaque’s vulnerability.
In the Table we suggest how the different imaging

methods can explore the different features of vulnera-
bility described in the next sections.

Luminal morphology and ulcerations. Themorphology
of the luminal surface was one of the first features iden-
tified in the NASCET trial, and its alteration, in particular
ulceration, was associated with an increased risk of cere-
brovascular events.54 The luminal surface of carotid pla-
ques can be classified as smooth, irregular, or



Fig 3. In this 76-year-old male patient who underwent right carotid endarterectomy, the histopathologic images
show an area where within the lipid-rich necrotic core (LRNC) (circle) newly formed microvessels (arrowheads) are
visible; L: lumen; FC: fibrous cap (a) and in another slice it is also visible the intraplaque hemorrhage (IPH), FC:
fibrous cap; N: necrotic core (b). The computed tomography angiography (CTA) axial image confirms the presence
of a vulnerable plaque with hypodense core. The time-of-flight (TOF) magnetic resonance (MR) confirm the
presence of stenosis in the right internal carotid artery due to the plaque. In the panels c and d, the CTA axial
image and the magnetic resonance angiography "time of flight" view are given.
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ulcerated.55 A smooth surface is identified as plain
luminal morphology without any sign of ulceration or
irregularity. An irregular surface indicates the presence of
small alterations of the luminal surface on the luminal
profile of the plaque. The third type of morphology is the
ulceration. Plaque ulceration has been defined as “an
intimal defect larger than 1 mm in width, exposing the
necrotic core of the atheromatous plaque.”56 The diag-
nostic sensitivity of US is lower compared with CT angi-
ography57 even if it has recently been shown that 3D US
could be effective in the detection of ulceration in ca-
rotid artery plaques.58,59 MR time-of-flight (TOF) shows
suboptimal performance in the detection of ulcerations
because it is prone to saturation of slowly flowing or
recirculating blood protons that can affect the signal
within an ulcer crater,60 whereas contrast-enhanced
magnetic resonance angiography has been demon-
strated to be a sensitive techniques for their
identifications.61

Intraplaque hemorrhage. IPH is a common feature of
atherosclerotic plaques, and currently it is considered
one of the most important features of carotid artery pla-
que vulnerability. Several studies have found a statisti-
cally significant association between the presence of
IPH and stroke, and more recently two important
meta-analyses47,62 have demonstrated that patients
with IPH have a greater risk of stroke even in asymp-
tomatic patients.47 Different hypotheses have been
formulated regarding IPH, and most of the authors
suggest that it is due to the rupture of neovessels and
that some conditions such as inflammation, metabolic
disease, or diabetes may trigger this event.63 Currently, it
is possible to detect IPH with MRI and CT. Because of the
sensitivity of MRI in detecting blood products, some au-
thors suggest that MRI is the best modality for the
detection of IPH,55,64,65 and a recent statement pub-
lished by the Carotid Imaging Consensus Group has
strengthened this position.48 The appearance of IPH on
MRI depends on the oxidative state of the hemoglobin.66

Detection of IPH using CT is more complex than MRI,
and there is no consensus about the use of the CT for the
detection of this feature. The authors found that the low
attenuation values in the carotid plaque (<30 or 25 HU)
are associated with the presence of IPH.67-69

Fissured FC. The FC is a layer of connective tissue that
separates the plaque from vessel lumen. The authors
found that vulnerable plaques are characterized by the
presence of a thin FC or ruptured FC.70-72 The fissuring
or rupture of the FC exposes the LRNC to luminal blood
activating the thromboembolic cascade.
Using US, the detection of the FC and its status (thin-

ruptured) showed suboptimal results.73-75 A potential
approach to improve the US performance could be the
use of intravascular US, as suggested in some recently
published papers76,77

Currently, MRI is the reference standard, and a normal
FC is characterized by the presence of a juxtaluminal
band of low signal on TOF MR images and/or a hyperin-
tense juxtaluminal region on contrast enhanced T1w im-
ages. A thin FC is present when this band of low signal on



Table. Current evidence of use of the imaging technique for the detection the features of vulnerability

US PET MR CT

Carotid plaque volume 6 6 þþ þþ
Maximum wall thickness þþ � þþa þ
Plaque inflammation 6 þþ þ �
Neovascularization þ 6 þ þ
Ulceration þ � þþ þþ
The LRNC 6 � þþ 6

The FC 6 � þþ �
Plaque calcification 6 � þ þþ
IPH 6 � þþ þ
Microembolism þþ � � �
CT, Computed tomography; FC, fibrous cap; IPH, intraplaque hemorrhage; LRNC, lipid-rich necrotic core; MR, magnetic resonance; PET, positron
emission tomography; US, ultrasound.
Strong supporting evidence þþ.
Moderate supporting evidence þ.
Conflicting supporting evidence 6.
Weak supporting evidence �.
aWith dedicated coils to increase the spatial resolution.
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TOF or the hyperintense region on CE-T1w is not visible or
when the juxtaluminal hyperintense region on CE-T1w
MRI is interrupted. Using MRI the ruptured FC is identi-
fied by: (1) the absence of the juxtaluminal band of low
signal and (2) the presence of a bright gray region adja-
cent to the lumen, corresponding to plaque hemorrhage
and/or mural thrombus. It is important to underline that
the MRI visualization of the FC is not easy, and its detec-
tion requires dedicated carotid surface coils. In 2009,
Kerwin et al78 showed that contrast-enhanced MRI has
a better sensitivity in detecting the status of the FC,
and nowadays the conventional MRI should be used
only for those patients with contraindications for contrast
injection.
CT is not considered optimal for the evaluation of FC

because of the artifacts related to edge-blur and halo ef-
fects. However, some authors suggested that, with some
advanced approaches, it is also possible to detect the FC
also using CT in particular to identify rupture79,80 and
that the ruptured FC correlates with the presence of pla-
que enhancement in CT angiography analysis.81

Lipid LRNC. An LRNC is a collection of heterogeneous
materials within the atherosclerotic plaque that consists
of cholesterol crystals and necrotic debris of apoptotic
cells.72 Previous studies have suggested that the pres-
ence of an LRNC is statistically associated with the
occurrence of cerebrovascular events.64,82 Moreover, a
larger LRNC size correlates with future ipsilateral carotid
symptoms. The LRNC can be visualized using CT and
MRI, but the limitation of CT is that the LRNC cannot be
distinguished from intraplaque hemorrhage because
both have overlapping values of attenuation.
MRI is considered the gold standard for the detection

and visualization of an LRNC. Prospective evidence for
the role of LRNCs in the risk of recurrent ischemic stroke
comes from a recent meta-analysis on this topic, demon-
strating a pooled hazard ratio of 5.7.83 An LRNC could be
detected as a focal hypointense region on T2-W im-
ages.84,85 Nowadays, contrast-enhanced MRI is the
preferred method to identify an LRNC rather than T2w
MRI.11

US grayscale median (GSM) is commonly used to quan-
tify the US appearance of carotid plaques, and several
studies have found that it may be valuable for predicting
the risk of cerebrovascular events.86 The GSM value of the
plaque is a measure of overall echogenicity. It is deter-
mined by the median grayscale value (shade) within
the segmented plaque.87 In particular, the GSM analyses
are demonstrated to have good correlation with the his-
topathologic comparison in the LRNC detection, and it
was found that a necrotic core located in a juxtalumenal
position was associated with significantly lower GSM
values (P ¼ .009).88 However, one of the limits of the US
is that it is very difficult to distinguish the IPH89 from
the LRNC.

Neovascularization. Intraplaque neovascularization is a
relatively new feature of carotid artery plaque vulnera-
bility that is nowadays possible to identify with the evolu-
tion of plaque imaging.90 From a histologic point of view,
it arises from newly formed microvessels that grow into
the intima through breaks in the medial wall and are
characterized by leaky capillaries with an endothelial
lining that is immature. Histopathologic studies have
demonstrated that neovessels can be found within ca-
rotid artery plaques, and the degree of neo-
vascularization is associated with the inflammatory
“activity” of the plaque. It is possible to categorize the
neovascularization in (1) adventitial neovascularization
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(it serves as the main source of ingrowth of new vessels)
and (2) intraplaque neovascularization (hallmark of
advanced atherosclerotic lesions).
Most papers indicate that MRI represents the best imag-

ing technique to detect and quantify the neovasculariza-
tion91 using gadolinium perfusion methods correlated
with adventitial perfusion as measured by its transfer con-
stant.92 The authors also suggest to grade the adventitial
(circumferential) enhancement because it is directly asso-
ciated with cerebrovascular events. Also US with micro-
bubble injection can detect and quantify the
neovascularization, but the reproducibility and utility of
this modality for clinical care is not well established.93,94

Recently, Saba et al90,95 suggested that CT can assess
the presence and amount of neovascularization through
the contrast-plaque enhancement quantification.

Inflammation. Another recently explored feature is the
inflammation of the carotid artery plaque. This condition
was firstly described and identified in plaques occurring
in the coronary arteries. Inflammatory cells are typically
found in the plaque shoulder, in the cap, or both, and
it is possible to identify different types of inflammatory
cells. Macrophages have been found to be predominant
cell types96,97 and are significantly associated with the
risk of plaque rupture. Thus, imaging methods employed
to detect plaque inflammation should target imaging of
macrophages.98,99 Currently, the detection and quantifi-
cation of the inflammation in the carotid plaque remains
in the research domain only, and most of the applica-
tions are performed with MR using new contrast agents
using iron particles (ultrasmall superparamagnetic iron
oxide or P947) or 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG) on
positron emission tomography (PET).100,101

Several recent studies have used PET imaging to iden-
tify culprit plaques after stroke or transient ischemic at-
tacks and to predict future cerebral ischemic events
due to the demonstration that there is an atherosclerotic
plaque uptake on FDG-PET, and this parameter is
strongly correlated with markers of inflammation such
as CD68 macrophages, matrix metaloproteinase-9, and
IL-18 on histology as well as plaque angiogenesis and
hypoxia.102,103 It is possible to use also 18F-sodium fluo-
ride (18F-NaF) to identify vessel microcalcifications impli-
cated in actively inflamed atherosclerotic lesions.104

Chaker et al105 performed a systematic review and
meta-analysis evaluating the association between ca-
rotid artery 18F-FDG or 18F-NaF uptake and recent or
future cerebral ischemic events, and they found that
recent ipsilateral cerebral ischemia may be associated
with increased carotid 18F-FDG uptake on PET imaging
regardless of degree of carotid stenosis.

Plaque thickness and volume. The maximum thick-
ness of the carotid artery plaque is a simple linear mea-
surement of the maximum plaque thickness and is
thought to be associated with other imaging features
of plaque vulnerability.106 The maximum plaque thick-
ness seems to increase the risk of stroke, beyond the
degree of stenosis. The plaque volume could be a better
parameter in stroke risk assessment than thickness but is
more difficult to visualize and quantify than maximum
thickness, especially with US. However, recent studies
have demonstrated that the volume of the carotid artery
plaque could play a role in determining plaque “vulner-
ability” and risk of cardiovascular events.107,108 Plaque
composition is known to change with increasing plaque
volume. More specifically, there is an increase in the
proportion of lipid and calcification with increasing pla-
que volume. With MR the plaque volume compared
across three different MRI vendors showed an interclass
correlation of 0.75 for intraplatform reproducibility as
well as intrareader (0.83) and interreader (0.99) repro-
ducibility for the lumen, wall, and total vessel areas,
indicating strong agreement for repeated measure-
ments.109 Measuring cap thickness remains challenging
because of limitations in spatial resolution for resolving
thinning FCs.
Initial phantom-based quantification of carotid plaque

volume using US demonstrated a mean accuracy of
3.1% 6 0.9% with variability in plaque volume measure-
ments of 4.0% 6 1.0% and 5.1% 6 1.4% cubic mm for
intraobserver and interobserver measurements.110,111

CT-based tissue quantification demonstrated a high
correlation and low bias with ex vivo histopathologic
quantitative measures of atherosclerotic plaque tissue
characteristics112; the intrareader variability was low
with the repeatability coefficient ranging from 1.50 to
1.83 mm2. Interreader variability was also low with the
repeatability coefficients ranging from 2.09 to 4.43 mm2.
CONCLUSIONS
Advanced imaging has significantly evolved in the last

20 years such that several newer features of the highly
dynamic and vulnerable carotid artery plaque can be
explored with finer detail. This provides unprecedented
opportunity to clinicians and vascular surgeons to gather
valuable information regarding the morphology and
composition of the plaque and offer patient-oriented
tailored therapies.
The wide array of features of vulnerability offered by MRI,

CT and US need not only to be implemented in routine
diagnostic algorithms but also to feed them into deep
learning algorithms17 and computer-based decision
modeling that will offer optimal strategies for the imple-
mentation of these data in an efficient diagnostic process.
Currently, there is a growing debate regarding the use

of the imaging biomarker of the plaque for the stroke
risk stratification, and some prospective longitudinal
studies have demonstrated that the diagnostic algo-
rithms that incorporate the information deriving from
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the plaque quantification are better associated with the
prediction of occurrence of cerebrovascular events.
From the summary we have performed in this review, it

is evident that there is a group of histopathologic fea-
tures (IPH, status of the FC, size of LRNC, inflammation,
neovascularization) that are predictive of an increased
plaque vulnerability and that nowadays imaging tech-
niques have reached the level of diagnostic sensitivity
that allows us to detect these features outside the
research domain and moving toward the clinical activity.
In particular, MR have most of the evidence in terms of

longitudinal analysis, in particular for the IPH detection,
but CT is offering new important evidence thanks to its
potentiality to perform the volume quantification of the
subcomponents of the plaque. Therefore, MR and CT
seem to play a key role in this scenario. Nonetheless,
also US and PET could offer significant information as
shown in the previous section.
In conclusion, the area of the biomarkers in the carotid

artery plaque is an open scenario where in the near future
it will be important to define what feature is to be targeted
and which are the best imaging modalities to detect it.
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